The Engineers Foundation of Wisconsin gives you many ways.

Here are your options, some traditional and one being introduced today.

**Option 1:** Donate *any amount* to EFW for its own funds.

**Option 2:** Donate *any amount* to EFW for one of the legacy or memorial funds it manages.

**Option 3:** Donate one lump sum ($15,000 min.) to establish your own fund to be named by you or your firm.

**Option 4:** Establish your own fund as above but donate smaller amounts each year for two to ten years to reach a minimum of $15,000.

**Notes:** Option 4 is new in that it formalizes a way to make affordable donations over time to establish a significant legacy or memorial scholarship fund.

Options 3 and 4 can be set up to pay out the corpus over time or pay out only the earnings of the corpus.

A formal agreement form is available with details of Option 3 and 4.

EFW manages all funds under its prudent investment policy.

Selection of the scholarship recipients will be done by the EFW Board of Trustees according to its non-discrimination policy.

All donations to EFW are 501c.3 tax-deductible.

Contact the WSPE office or any EFW trustee to extend your help to students.
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